A Verisk Analytics Business

Motor Vehicle Reports (MVRs)
Quickly and easily get
MVRs from any state
in a uniform, easy-to-read
format — complete
with translations of
violation codes
Don’t wait days to learn of adverse activity on the MVRs of drivers
you’re about to hire — or those you currently employ.
Through iiX’s direct connections to all 50 states and the District of Columbia,
you can instantly obtain MVRs using any one of our convenient ordering options.
Our proprietary MVRs are easy to read and compare, with consistent formatting
from state to state and translations of violation codes in plain English. We can customize
your report to include a standardized violation score derived from our MVR violation
model (or your own model). And we can include key driver data, including medical
certificate and driver’s license expiration, as well as license status, class, and type, on request.
We also provide a convenient duplicate check process to reduce unnecessary MVR
requests and the associated expense. DriverSafe® Plus users can schedule MVR requests
in advance, which makes it even easier to administer your compliance program.

For more information about our
motor vehicle reports
Call us at 1-800-683-8553 and choose
option 2 for Sales, or send e-mail to
information@iiX.com.

Driving Decisions for Your Business

About iiX
A Verisk Analytics (Nasdaq:VRSK) business, iiX is a premier provider
of motor vehicle reports (MVRs), employment screening services,
and underwriting reports. For more information, visit www.iix.com.
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With MVRs from iiX, you’ll:
• spend less time researching violations
• make faster, more informed employment decisions

